
3Rivers Archery Shooter Application 

3Rivers Archery is looking for quality individuals who are willing to serve as ambassadors for one of the 

two following categories: (1) DAS Bows or Tomahawk bows or (2) Traditional Only arrows will (but not 

limited to): 

 • Shoot competitively with DAS/Tomahawk bows and Traditional Only arrows 

• Post field reports and promote DAS/Tomahawk and Traditional Only arrows thru online 

forums, websites and social media 

• Help sell and promote DAS/Tomahawk and Traditional Only/wood arrows and products at 

promotional events and shoots attended. This may include, but not limited to: IBO World, 

Kalamazoo Expo, or other events 3Rivers Archery attends, or desires a presence.  

You are expected to use the bow and 3Rivers equipment during all public events and/or seminars when 

the use of archery gear is applicable (unless otherwise prearranged). 

We ask you to complete an end-of-month shooting log each month. This will only take a few minutes of 

your time, but it provides us with a great bit of information about what you are experiencing and seeing 

in the archery world.  We also ask that you complete an end-of-year Performance Review. 

    First Name_______________________________________________________________________ 

    Last Name________________________________________________________________________ 

    Street Address____________________________________________________________________ 

    Address Line 2____________________________________________________________________ 

    City____________________________       State / Province / Region__________________________ 

    ZIP / Postal Code______________       Email_____________________________________________ 

    Phone Number  (______)__________-______________ 

    Type of Shooting (circle all that apply): 

     ASA   NFAA  IBO  NAA  TAS  Hunting 

    Other: ______________________________________ 

Bow Preference:     DAS_____  Tomahawk_____  Other_____ 

Bow Model:   Bow Weight:   RH/LH: 

Arrow brand currently shooting:    Model/Spine: 



 

Shooting Classes and Years of Experience:  

  

 

List any events, tournaments with finishes, and appearances you attended last year: 

 

 

 

List any events, tournaments, and appearances you are going to attend this year: 

 

 

 

List any internet forums (ArcheryTalk, TradGang, Bowsite, etc.), social media sites (Facebook, Instagram, 

etc.), and other internet resources you are active on. Please include your User names: 

Facebook:    Instagram:   Twitter:  

Other: 

 

List any other companies you represent: 

  

Tell us why you would like to be a Staff Shooter.  How you can help promote DAS/Tomahawk Bows and 

Traditional Only/wood arrows.  Any other information or achievements that you feel would help us in 

assessing your application: 


